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SYNOPSIS

This report has attenpted to show the use of aerial photographs in four
of the phases of forest fire Drotection:
(2)

(i)

fuel type classification;

prevention; (3) presuppression; and (4) suDpression.

The hiel type classification detemines two things on an area:

(1)

re-

sistance to fire control; and (2) the rate that the fire will spread.

The three advantages of aerial photographs for type maping in conjunction

with ground work are:
of type;

(2)

(i)

aerial photographs can define

act boundaries

it is cheaper than the old ç;round method; and (3)

changes can

be made without recourse to additional field work.

There is a possibility of making good use of aerial photography in
fire prevention education by using it as a documentair flag to engender

.

attention to the prevention program.
froni

Since it is possible to plot patterns

seasonal lightning stonns, it is conceivable to plot the pattern on

aerial photographs and detemine

act1y where and what the lightning haz-

ards are so that corrective action might be taken.

Success in fire suppression is deendent upon the soundness of the

planning done in advance.

preparatiön for the

Hence the importance

pected.

oh'

presuppression, or the

Since fei organizations have

aU

the nioney

they would like to spend for placeaeit of crews, eauiprnent, water holes,
fire breaks, and access roads, ther must choose wisely when

pended in preparation.

raone,r

Protection must be commensurate with need.

is

e':-

The

limited scope of the ground observer makes it difficult to detemine the
placcrnent, quanity, and quality of presuppression measures which should

be proportional to the areat

e

need.

Aerial photographs give an

cel1ent

picture of the overall area, complete 'rith all tile important variables
which must be considered.
Of

ail the aspects

of

fire protection, suppression,

has enjoyed the

greatest success in the use of aerial photographs. Photographs are, for
the most part, the overhead's eeuivalent to the hazel hoein the business

fire control. ith photographs, even a new man to an area, can capably
command a fire with all the aplomb of the legendai hero sldng tue dragon.
A man who knows how to utilize an aerial photograph, yet is unfamiliar to
the area, frequently will demonstrate more affective fireline action than
a man who knows the country w eli.
hith a background of photographic interpretation and fire :perience
of

the jorester should be able to pick out topography and fuels and correlate
tiì

to rate of spread, intensity of burn, and resistance to control.

should also be able to detemine alternate

fire lines

for the fire fighters, should the uncpected happen.

.

and escape routes

He
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ERLL

PHOTOGRAPHS

IN FOREST FIRE PROTECTION

INTRODUCTION

The

role of aerial photographs has changed

Pvery year these valuable tools

times.

ensive1y with the changing

have seen more use.

The

movnent is toward a more iiporbant use of aerial photographs in

It is

every field of forestry.

alities,

present

a]ost

the purpose of this report to present gener-

published facts, and personal ideas of the use of aerial photographs
'

in forest fire protectioi.
robably the most convenient breakdov.rn of

saration
.

fire protection is the sep-

of prevention, presuppression, and suppression.

ant aspect of fire protection that does not seen to

fit

Rowever, one

irnpor-

in any one of the

categories of fire protection, and yet is a veiy inporant elnent of each
phase, especially in the

type data

on

initial setting-up

of' a

the area to be protected.

This report will endeavor to show the use of

of the following aspects of forest

s

protection program is fuel

aerial photographs in

fire protections

fire spread
fire control.

1.

Fuel
classification in relation to rate of
under average bad conditions, and resistance to

2.

Prevention from the standpoint of reduction of physical
hazards and education of the public.

3.

Presuppression in respect to placne:it of men and
fire biks, fire access roads, and water holes.

facilities,

4.

Suppression with special consideration of uses by
over-h ead

fire-line

each

2

Unfortirnate1 the use oÍ aerial photographs in forest

fire protection

is a relatively ner thing, and the result is that references are fr and
far between. Consequentlr, much of the ideas in this paper are suppositions
on

the part of the author and are iased

garner in both fields.

on

the knowledge he has managed to

if

nple, tue author does not really kno

For

holes could be located along roads cheaper, better, and

faster

by use

water

of

aerial Dhotographs, but since he can not visualize any arguments against
this method of location, and since no research has been done in this direction,
the author will assuìie, for his own purpose, that his logic is correct.
FUEL TYPE CLA33IFICATIOII

.

fuel type classification detennines

The

of
of

fire
fire

things

spread

is

how

far the fire perimeter will

the

posure of the area to wind and solar radiation.
how much

difficult,

how much

fire line

a man can

build and hold

chopping or saiing

at his fuel

Resistance to

rated

by hand method
make

firline

building

soil, and
finished fuel type map is usually

such as steepness of slope, amount of rock in the

is needed.

The

considered as chiefly an aid in dispatching, that

ment, and

fire. flate

advance in chains per bour,

in chains per hour, and considers everrthing that will

map and

detennines approxnately

how many r!len

is, the dispatcher

how much

looks

and what type of eQuip-

to send to a particular fire. This, however, is not

the only place that the fuel type infoiation can be used.

.

area: (1) rate

into account the arrangement of fine fuels, steepness of slope,

control is

more

on an

spread; and (2) resistance the area gives to control of

and takes

and

two

Ït will

show

the

3

prevention
gram,

man where

to center the most intensive paft of the education pro-

that is, eograDhicaUy,

tageous p1acnent of
From

men and

and where, in presuppression, the most advan-

ecuinent would

in relation to hazard.

the stand point of area, perhaps the most c-bensive and tedious

class of infoniiation to assnble in

location of the fuels.
Another quite

distance,

on

a

fire control plan is the nature

The usual way of

by having a crew run survey

a

be

common way,

gathexng fuel trpe infoiiiation is

lines accrosa an area

is to get

all the areas that

and

on high

and take

plot infoxiiation.

points and take infonation, at

can be seen.

By

the use of aerial photo-

graphs a man can delineate the different areas on the photograph and then
go

directly to the area without wandering all around the countr side tiying

to find their p1acnent and wondering
advantages of

aerial photographs

ground work are:

if

any had been over-looked.

/ for type maping

in conjunction with

(i) aerial photographs are the ultimate in defining

shaoe of type; (2) cost can be reduced considerably under

infornation
(

3)

three

The

on a survey of comparative accuracy under

act

tiose obtaining

older raethods; and

subseouent iodifications can be made in the basic infornation without

the time consuming recourse to additional field work.

PPFUÎNTT(u\T

Very imporbant

in the field of forest protection is fire prevention.

ali there attention to supin prevention. Lveî one was

In the past, the fire protection people gave

pression, i'rith very
content to

sit

the fact that

.

back

if

little work
until

a

fire

being done

got going, giving

little

consideration to

the fire neve got started in the first place would not

S

have to

it.

fight

fact that,

The

rising population,

even with a

less fires than in the past, exhibits

what can be done by

we now have

better forest

laws

and educating the public.

Education
Not

all

of our public prevention educatioa

is

done with 1Smokey Bear'

signs and spot radio annoirncenents. IJuch of the education work is done

by

Dersonal contact at group meetings, such as the boy scouts or at sportsmen

organizations .

À

prevention program of this type could build up interest

by showing successive

aerial photogxphs -- either verticle or oblique; color

or black and white -- of a fire bailding up,
were doiag to combat

.

it. It

arid what

could also show where the

the mei on the ground

fire

had fooled them,

fire fighters eventually controled it at great expense to the
tax payer and to the future economy. Incidently, aerial photographs with
attached infoimation about the fire and method of control would be a trnendous
addition to the fire records -- for research and students of fire control,
and how the

as well as prevention education.

Tas

ctç

aerial photographs to detemine where the high hazax
areas are in propinquity with the human elnent of risk -- this can be done
best on the ground. However, people are not the ouly elnent of risk -One does

not need

lightning is another. Past fire records

aftea time, follow

a

show

fairly definite pattern.

that lightning storms, time
The use of photographs

are then

borne out by plotting these stonn patterns on the photographs and then

.

determine, by sterioscopic pairs, what lightning hazards are present and need

to be

5

s
It is realized that not all fires can be prevented, so the second line
of defense is to get ready for then by training cre;rs, building access roads,

fire breaks, and any other rork that may be needed to prevent being caught

flat-footed when a fire sprirgs up.

u

)Ofl

uccess in fire suppression is dependent

the soundness of the planning done in advance.

P1acnent of Len and Facilities
Lost fire protection agencies have difficulty in

protin

the amount

of protection each particular pare of their district believes it needs or

deserves.

It is probably

elnental to say that high hazard areas need a higher

intensity of protection than other poitions of the district.

The probln is

to give each area the highest amount of protection available on the merits of

swhat

the area dnands, with the amount of money available.

If the distxct

is large, the whole operation can not operate out of one headquarters and

give a proportionate amount of orotection.
guard station systi, with side crcrs and

The trick is then to set up a

equient,

at the proper places,

to give the proper areas the proper amount of protection.

The location of

these creas can be facilitated by the use of aerial photographs.

The photo-

graphic interpreter can see at a glance where the high hazard. areas are,
far they are apart, and how much road is between.

Not only that,

hovr

but tIìe

perLenced Eire-fighter can see the type of terrain he would usually be fighting fire in, 2nd thereby foretell the type of equipment he would need at the

substation.

s

11acnent of Firebreaks and Access
The main

Roads

function of fire protection surveys are: (1) to detexnine vtherc

snag free irebreaks are to he established; (2) where access roads are to be

constructed; (3) where areas of high hazard exists cke to heavy snag concen-

tmtions;

and

(4)

fuel type

map

/

of the area.

The

location of the fire-

is of treat ixnoorance in relation to dstiì road systas since, in
cases, the fire access iad serves both ends. i oad connections can be

breaks
many

detenained easily and with accuracy by use of aerial photographs.

first

/

The

year that Oregont s rehabilitation progran was using aerial pi-iotogiphs
-

but the limited scope of the around observer

still needed ground woii,
makes it difficult to detxnine

rhere the free corridors should run, whereas

aerial photographs

(

1: 12,000

with a 12" lens) they found that they

gave an

c-

cellant complete picture of the proposed area throagh which the corridor
would ran.

Placement of water Holes
About

the necrest thing in fire resuppression is the placnent of water

holes along road sides, near areas of high hazard.

Their

placient should,

selection, but should take in consideration what
'rill be placed available, how much arca it is to protect, how

by no means, be a haphaza

type of

Ui

steep the slooes,
area n.cds.

how much

hose

is

on hand, and

the amount of protection the

careful examination of the aerial photographs, one will be
able to see all the relationships
one lance, and place the water holes
r3y

in the best places rithout over-loading one area and under stockicg another.

I

7

S1JPP1-JS3ION

the fire ìas been detected, the dispatcher and fire fighting crcis

Then

their plan of attack by use of aerial photographs. They can tell
at a glance whether tìie lire is accessable by roads or trails. If it is
accessable b neither, then they can piCk out their easiest entrance without
can lay out

the painful experience of wandering through neck-high brush, trying to find
an

easier route.

By

the use of photoTraphs they can

tell

what type of

fuel

the fire is in, the availability to water for coììtroling or mopping up,
whether power equipment can be used or is neccessarr, and

/

are to be used, where they could be droped.

realistic vier of the type of country in
fire.
a

.

The U.S.

Forest

3exce

l.c:

smoke jumpers

aerial photofraph gives

which the overhead

has found that

part of the overhead personnel in

The

if

thir is

rill fight their

a shortcoming on the

of large-fire knowledge, which is due

to the fact that large fires in one area are so infrequent that a

fight only

one every 20 years.

charge of a

in this plan

fire in

that most

o±

the tine the overhead were in

A

man who knovrs how

to utilize an aerial photo-

men who know

skilled obserrer

more

affective

the country well.

can gain complete and almost intimate knowledge of an

area surrounding a forest fire in a fer mintes by using
a complete source on going

s

Thiswhere aerial

is unfamiliar to the area 'frequently will demonstrate

fireline action than
i

was

country completely strange to theni.

photographs cones in to use.
graph yet

initiating a ner program
large fire to another.

This necessitated

where overhead personnel were moved from one
The main drawback

man may

fires.

One

instance where

tie photographs
the fallibility of

as

human judganent is alnio5t completely eliminated, is in the norbhern rockies

where a plane flies every fire, takes photographs, and drops the prints to
the fire line after a fifteen minute fi]u developing period.

W

flflNflT 1TT(Th

fith a background of photographic interpretation and fire experience the

forester should be able to pick out topography and fuels and correlate them
to rate of sread, intensity of burn, and resistance to control.

e

should

also be able to deteiine alternate fire lines and escape routes for the
fire fighters, should the unexpected happen.

Jith a knowledre of equipment,

the fire protection man could be able to detenuine just what kind of equipment
he needs,

.

rhere he needs it, and what can be expected from it under specified

conditions.

ith knowledge of weather predictions and reports of weather on

the fire line, the fire boss could almost provide a complete control strategy

without even moving from his sterioscope and radio.
The field of fire

rotcction is just now opening to the uses of aex.al

photographs and doubtless will find uses for aerial photographs to a much
greater ectent than the author had even dared mention.
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